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embarcadero delphi xe8 delivers a new generation programming environment with a wide range of significant features and industry standard technologies that provide you with the ability to create and enhance cross-platform
applications for any operating system. embarcadero delphi xe8 increases your productivity and accelerates your development time by providing the ability to easily create and deploy smart solutions that integrate a variety of

technologies in a single integrated solution, including visual studio, objective-c and ios development, android development, bluetooth and wi-fi technologies, html5, xamarin, windows phone and much more. a wide range of
windows 10 support features are available, including new vcl components for windows 10, vcl and fmx styles, and uwp (universal windows platform) services. embarcadero delphi 10.3.2 is a free ide.2 provides a large number of

useful tools to ease your work, such as smart code completion for all supported languages, quick access to open dialogs, a new xml parser and the ability to export your code and database to json, html and csv. rad studio 10.3.3 is
the most complete application development platform for windows 10, mac os x and linux, as well as mobile iot devices. rad studio 10.3 provides perhaps the fastest way to create and update intensively working with data and

highly interacting applications with visually rich user interface using delphi and c ++ builder. a wide range of windows 10 support features are available, including new vcl components for windows 10, vcl and fmx styles, and uwp
(universal windows platform) services. the new platform allows you to support larger projects on more platforms with double the amount of memory in the development environment and twice the size of supported projects.
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delphi is an object-oriented programming (oop) environment for pascal and c++, with extensive class library facilities. the
environment includes a full-featured editor and is based on the vcl (win32 and 64 bit), vcl 2, unicode 8.0, rad studio, sql 7.0, ado,
ocx, rtti and hundreds of other libraries. support for c++builder is also available.  for decades, delphi has been the #1 european
development tool for rad studio developers and is the preferred language and environment for borland and embarcadero turbo
pascal, pascal/delphi and c++ developers alike. delphi has been used to build everything from networking software to complex,
cross-platform software. delphi is based on a totally object-oriented (oo) programming paradigm, using a set of strict rules which
ensure that delphi is more versatile and powerful than procedural languages. delphi code can be easily understood by anyone,
resulting in delphi becoming the first programming environment which appeals to developers of all levels of experience. delphi
sources are compiled directly in a code-only runtime environment, a revolutionary development approach that frees developers
from lengthy compilation steps and minimizes the possibility of dll mismatches and other source code errors. delphi is an object-

oriented programming (oop) environment for pascal and c++, with extensive class library facilities. the environment includes a full-
featured editor and is based on the vcl (win32 and 64 bit), vcl 2, unicode 8.0, rad studio, sql 7.0, ado, ocx, rtti and hundreds of other

libraries. support for c++builder is also available. 5ec8ef588b
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